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Introductory
Dear,
In front of you is the second edition of the Bulletin
of Democratic Leadership, where alumni of School of
Democratic Leadership indicate on topics and problems they face with in jobs they do, and oﬀer models
for overcoming of problems.
The aim of the School is to improve the knowledge
of all our participants and to support networking and
understanding, but also to provide assistance for better consideration of facts, development of autonomous thoughts and to illuminate fundamental
values of European integration idea.
The existence of the Schools is based on aspirations to reforms, serious and responsible work,
achieving of values of European standards, but also
represents the answer on practice of rhetoric, with
selﬁsh mantle political parties’ and personal interests
hidden under nationalist or ethnic mantle.
Therefore, it is our wish to open additionally more
space to express attitudes among our alumni, through
this Bulletin. Our striving are directed towards alumni
who are holders of public interest, initiators of the establishing of the practice of social dialogue, creators
of positive developments in activities of their own
parties, NGOs, media and other institutions they are
active, but also for the beneﬁts of society in general.
SDL and the Bulletin are here so we can jointly
think about limits and possibilities of transition and
transformation processes in Montenegro, providing
at the same time assistance for better organizing of all
institutions in the new and enlarged Europe.
Our alumni, participants of seminars and other programs within the SDL, had the opportunity to ensure that
our school rests on valuable support of large number of
international organizations which, from the perspective
of its mission and sphere of activities, provide professional assistance and are open for all consultations.
We are also open and we invite you to forward this
Bulletin, to discuss with authors, suggest topics, and
be part of our network.
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INTERVIEW
STEINAR BRYN
Senior Advisor at the Nansen Center for Peace and Dialogue and member of the Academic Councile of the SDL
steinar@peace.no

Montenegro needs visionary politicians
which can think about the future for all
The biggest challenge Montenegro is facing is to build up
a solid loyalty among the citizens toward the state. To rebuild faith and trust in the politicians, to secure a willing
tax paying population, to create a solid base for an active
state in securing education, health care and welfare.


After two decades of experience in the
Balkans, how do you assess the culture of dialogue
in the region, especially in Montenegro?
Politics in the region is very ethnisized. People organize their political thinking around ethnic issues. We
even have ethnic political parties. In Bosnia Herzegovina
and Kosovo the segregation is brutal. Children are divided in kinder gardens and in schools, some places
even in the sport teams. The reconciliation work necessary has not been done. It has been a too strong focus
on building up the states and the strong institutions at
the expense of reconciliation among the citizens living
in the state. As pointed out above, to develop a dialogue
culture where the diﬀerent groups stand beside each
other with equality and respect, but develop better
knowledge about each other is a prerequisite for a functional democracy.
There are still too many politicians with roots in the
conﬂicts from the 1990s. This inﬂuence their thinking
and action. Politics is about securing equal distribution
of resources and opportunities among the citizens, but
when your power base is an ethnic group you work to

satisfy them to secure your votes at the next election.
Some politicians are elected based on their conﬂict rhetoric. We see this in BH, Serbia, Kosovo, Macedonia and
Croatia. Less so in Montenegro. But also Montenegro
needs visionary politicians which can think about the
future for all.
Montenegro has a strong rhetorical tradition. Politicians are used to long speeches. The art of dialogue
which is to explore with curiosity all those thinking differently from myself does not come natural. I facilitated
many seminars during the years of the break up of Serbia and Montenegro. What struck me was how the confronting parties taught about the others as less
intelligent, less smart than themselves. Instead of thinking that we have diﬀerent values and diﬀerent political
interests. This is the essence of democracy: I might be
wrong that is why I need other political parties. But I
want to emphasize that to build up a dialogue culture is
a challenge in all European countries.
 In your point of view, what is the image of
Montenegro in Europe?
Montenegro is not well known in Europe, but more
and more people discover Montenegro as a tourist destination. But since you asked me about the image abroad
let me illustrate the “wild west” we see when we land in
Montenegro. If you ﬂy in from Norway to Tivat (there
are direct ﬂights) and you rent a car, you start to drive
through a commercial jungle of roadsigns which would
not be legal in most countries in Europe. They endanger
the traﬃc and pollutes an otherwise extremely beautiful
nature. When you drive through Budva you feel that
each construction builder is on his own. It looks like
there are no laws and regulations. There is no estethic
pattern, many unﬁnished buildings, some outright ugly
buildings destroying the natural views. One would
imagine that in such a beautiful country people would
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Dialogue is the precondition of democracy
 As a longtime lecturer, now Senior Adviser, in Nansen Academy, can you explain the diﬀerence between
dialogue and debate?
Dialogue is a way of communicating which focus on understanding your opponent rather than convincing him that
you are right. In a debate the parties confront each other with their positions, and get ready to defend their own position.
This seldom leads to change of opinion or positions, rather a defensive conﬁrmation of them. This is why we often hear
the negotiations didn’t lead anywhere, they froze, people were not willing to move.Dialogue is a way of communicating
which is more curious about why and how we reach diﬀerent conclusions. To be a good listener is not only to hear what
other people say, but also to understand why they say it.
In multiethnic societies dialogue becomes a prerequisite for democracy. Democracy is a representative system, and
the diﬀerent candidates need to know who they represent. We, the people, are not the same, we are all very diﬀerent. The
old nation-states was built on the assumption of a more homogenous population, the new multiethnic states are built on
the opposite assumption. We are all very diﬀerent, that is why we need to get to know each other through our educational
systems, through our social and cultural networks and in political life.
Recent research in Norway of 75 leader teams showed that those who practiced dialogue built up a stronger trust within
the team, but more surprisingly they were also more eﬃcient. We are used to think that an authoritarian leader can be
more eﬃcient. The argument is that we live in a multifaceted reality, and if the leader team allow for the diﬀerent viewpoints to be presented they are better prepared for potential surprises. We never see a politician on television admit that
maybe he or she is in the wrong political party. To change one’s opinion is a sign of weakness. In a dialogue culture to
change one’s opinion can be a sign of maturity since it is based on an improved knowledge of other people and society.

be inspired to build more in harmony with the environment. But it looks like fast cash has dominated over long
term investment and planning.
 From your perspective, what is the biggest
challenge Montenegrin society is currently facing?
The biggest challenge Montenegro is facing is to
build up a solid loyalty among the citizens toward the
state. To rebuild faith and trust in the politicians, to secure a willing tax paying population, to create a solid
base for an active state in securing education, health care
and welfare. The break up of Yugoslavia was a brutal
process that took almost two decades. During these
years many of the Yugoslav republics lost what we call
“normal development”. That is why trips abroad are very
necessary. Europe is not an idea, Europe is not standards, Europe is not a map. Europe is a place where peo-

ple live and organize themselves in local communities,
municipalities, counties and states. What is the division
of power? What is the delegation of responsibilities to
the diﬀerent levels? How do the diﬀerent societies organize themselves? These are structural issues and it is
important to see and learn. .
But Montenegro is also facing the general issues
most European countries are now facing. How to secure
loyalty from all citizens when obviously one ethnic
group has the power and the advantages? Riots in London, Paris, Malmø, Copenhagen and even the massacre
in Norway in 2011 are related to our problems with building inclusive states with equality for all. Belgium was
without a government for 500 days, that is related to
being a divided society. Unemployment among youth is
a huge European challenge. In Spain unemployment
among youth is 50%. Some of these challenges demands structural changes, but
it is also important to ask what we all can
do here and now, today. To build up a
common morale where people start to
think about Montenegro as their common state is the greatest challenge. To
make our common state work we need to
develop civic responsibility and the spirit
of lifting together and to pull in the same
direction. John F. Kennedy’s words are actually still very relevant, and not only in
the U.S: Don’t ask what your country can
do for you – ask what you can do for your
country!
Sanja Rasovic
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SLAVEN RADUNOVIC
MP of Democratic Front and the President of Board for European Integration
slaven@radunovic.me

Board for European Integrations, Government and
civil sector – key bearers of negotiating process

E

stablishing of the Board for European Integrations
of the Parliament of Montenegro was initiated by
amendments of the Rulebook of the Parliament in May
2012, when the Parliament delegated overal competences related to negotiating processes to this working
body. Since December 2012, when the Board was constituted, its 13 members supposed to be key partners of the
Government in preparation of documents that are directly or indirectly related to negotiations of Montenegro for the membership in the EU.
However, at the very beginning, the situation was
not promising, as the Government already formed negotiating structure, appointed main negotiator and
larger part of negotiating group that freely interpreted
its duties in the Board. In order to take the place we considered that belonged to us, we initiated adopting of
documents that would define the role of the Board in
accession negotiations with the EU. Thus, the Resolution about the manner, quality and dynamics of the integration process of Montenegro in the EU was adopted
in December 2013. Though, not to cause any confusion,
Board for European Integrations hardly worked during
the period when its impact on eventual negative decisions and opinions on specific topic or document were
not defined.
Insisting on defining of the role of the Board, not
only in negotiating process, but also integration road of
Montenegro towards the EU in general,
Board for European Integration took the position in comparison with the Govenrment,
so that it had the impact on negotiating
process. In relation to this, it is important to
highlight that this Board, through its advocating and unconditioned devotion of its
members, changed seven negotiating positions and thus provided contribution of constructiveness of the very negotiating process.
Surveiling function of the Board has been reflected through considering of quarterly reports on overall activities in the frame of the
integration process of Montenegro in the EU,
which develops and adopts the Government
of Montenegro in accordance with the Resolution, and is considered by the Board for European Integration, which partly participates
in drafting of documents. Mentioned reports
represent the section of implemented activities in the frame of political dialogue of Mon-

tenegro and the European Union, and implementation
of IPA projects. Besides, Board for European Integrations, monitors at least once in a year planning process
of implementaton of programs from IPA funds and
other available EU funds through consideration of Information on support programmes of the European
Union for the given year. In the frame of new control
role of the Board, it is important to mention considering of the summer and annual annex to the Progress Report of the European Commission, Governmental
document that treats the matter of dynamics of movement of Montenegro on the road towards the EU. Besides, recognizing the importance of transparency of
negotiating process, and necessity of including of wider
structures of the society, the Board intensively works on
polularization and approaching of citizens to European
integration porcess, through organizing of meetings
with representatives of municipalities, debates with
participants in a number of high schools in Montenegro. Especially valuable are debates that gather professional and other interested public who has the
opportunity to provide opinion and suggestions before
defining of negotiating position and considering by the
Board. Exactly this trio-Board for European Integration,
Government and civil sector are important bearers of
negotiating processes and deciding member of consistent and dynamic negotiations.
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AZRA JASAVIC
MP of Positive Montenegro
azra.jasavic@pozitivna.me

Public Prosecution Oﬃce has to
be unique and independent body

T

here is direct connection between development of
Montenegrin economy and independent prosecution
and judiciary. Precisely, economic prosperity is unconceivable without the rule of law, through any form of producing and improving of situation in the ﬁeld of
provision of service. One of the key milestones of the rule
of law is independent judiciary and independent
Supreme Public Prosecution Oﬃce.
Therefore, with the aim to strengthen independence
of judiciary and prosecution, constitutional amending
would be necessary. After constitutional amending, developing of Law in the area of judiciary was accessed and
a lot of solutions will depend on normative framework
on which is being done, through Laws on Public Prosecution Oﬃce, courts, Court Council and Special Prosecution Oﬃce.
In accordance with the Constitution, Public Prosecution Oﬃce has to be unique and independent body and
Supreme Public Prosecutor should have jurisdiction that
provides successful ﬁght against organized crime and
corruption at very high level. Main Special Prosecutor
should be appointed by Supreme Public Prosecutor, as it
responsible for the work of complete Prosecution Oﬃce.
Main Special Prosecutor should not have more jurisdiction than Supreme Public Prosecutor in the ﬁeld of ﬁght
against organized crime and corruption at high level, and
anything from investigating activities conducted by Main
Special Prosecutor should be hidden from Supreme Pub-

Economic development
depends on legal security
Eﬃcient and eﬀective prosecutorial investigations that should be conducted by Supreme Public
Prosecution Oﬃce are very important for ﬁght
against organized crime and corruption at high
level, especially because there is no legal security
without it. There will be no foreign and national
investments without legal security, meaning there
will be no new job positions and economic development of Montenegro as well, which is directly
connected with higher poverty of citizens.

lic Prosecutor. Supreme Public Prosecutor should provide instructions for work to Main Special Prosecutor,
whom he/she can overtake the case from work and organize its eﬃcient ﬁnalization. Supreme Public Prosecutor should have good mechanisms for deposing of Main
Special Prosecutor. Supreme Public Prosecutor needs
these mechanisms, in order to have full responsibility for
eﬃcient pursuing of committers of criminal acts.
All these solutions will be the topic of new laws that
are in the phase of preparation, and its quality will depend of all the segments of the society, but especially political parties.
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GENCI NIMANBEGU
MP of FORCA and the President of National Council of Albanians in Montenegro
genci.nimanbegu@forca.me

Hand of cooperation has never
been given to Albanians

S

peaking about problems Albanian community in
Montenegro faces with, an intellectual from Ulcinj
usually starts sentences in his speeches with “Montenegro has to explain to Ulcinj”…or “Montenegro should tell
Albanians….”. Listening to him, I thought that was his
personal synonym for the Government of Montenegro,
because he does not think on the overall Montenegro,
isn’t he? Well, Montenegro is heterogeneous; it has
Montenegrins, but also Serbians, Croatians, Bosniaks,
and also us, Albanians! As such, in which manner could
Montenegro address Albanians?
In the name of Montenegro, who could tell us anything: well, all the people have diﬀerent opinion, and individuals, nor groups, even the Government can
generalize! All of them worked in diﬀerent times. Sometimes hard times, sometimes in the time of war, and
sometimes in better times. Finally, responsibility is individual, not collective. All of us believe in individual
freedom, in human rights?
What should be explained Albanians, and the same
matter should not be explained to others? What are Albanians in Montenegro facing? Process of departure of
young people in foreign countries is continued, and it
seems that it has never been interrupted, except short
slowing down, and today there are 30.000 of us; growing
unemployment, lack of development of parts of the
country where Albanians live, discrimination of municipality Ulcinj by Morsko Dobro (that has the border as
if determined by tsunami), unjustiﬁed restitution (Valdanos, Shtoj, Sipcanik), rejecting Tuzi to become fully
pledged municipality, disaster privatization and loss of
job positions, enormous centralization…are only formal
appearance of inequality of Albanians in Montenegro.
After voting of independence in 2006, it has been expected that accumulated problems in independent
Montenegro would start to be resolved, not only as the
result of contribution for preservation of peace in Montenegro (they had never been the threat to peace), support to independence, but due to European standards in
protection of national minorities.
The process was opposite, compliances have additionally been taken (currently via Spatial plan for
Morsko Dobro), ﬁring of workers, and destroying of existing resources due to poor privatization (hotel industry, Solana), additional centralization in education, lack
of implementation of constitutional provisions on speciﬁc minority rights, which culminated in taking away
of electoral rights, and one more rejecting of independ-

ent municipality Tuzi-Malesija. While Petnjica and Gusinje can.
Conﬂict at the political stage in Montenegro took
place on the terrain of pro and anti-national elements
for too long…both in 1990s and 2000s, when national enemies were identiﬁed and labeled, foreign agents and
patriots. Patriotism from 1990s became in the meantime
antinational element in this century and the opposite.
In the overall period, Albanian community has never
been truly given the hand of cooperation. And again, political events in 2013: in Ulcinj and games about the fully
pledged Municipality of Tuzi only deepened divided Albanian political entities. Other (ruling) parties and personal interests largely had a role in it.
As Albanians still move out and do not have a job,
and have the same democratic and unfulﬁlled political
requirements – they cannot understand why some can
and some others cannot receive similar retirement beneﬁts or the same retirement beneﬁts.
And I cannot understand failure to resolve mentioned problems, at least from 2006 onwards. And I cannot accept that Ulcinj is local center and Tuzi urban
municipality. And that Ulcinj under Montenegro does
not have a marina for almost 130 years, not to mention
the port! And I cannot understand that for 24 years, Ulcinj did not manage to build a single hotel, but hotels
that existed were demolished. And for that reason I really do not see that the thesis of my friend from the beginning was imprecise: because Montenegro has to
explain a lot of things to Albanians!

Albanian political stage sustains
consequences of previous policies
Political stage of Albanians in Montenegro is fragmented and uncoordinated nowadays, and partly
responsible for these problems. But as the consequence of electoral laws and previous policies,
when an Albanian political party tried to introduce
as protective, party that closed its eyes on all of
these processes and immensely slandered its rivals
with the same mentioned methods “other elements are anti-national, but we defend interests of
the country”. Political party that magniﬁed political corruption-that should be resolved, urgently.
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ILIJA MLINAREVIC
Member of Presidency of Youth Council of DPS and Councilor in Municipal Assembly Kotor
adailija@t‐com.me

(Lack of) Involvement of
young people in Montenegro

T

here are two big dilemmas related to presence of
young people, not only in politics but in other responsible positions.
The ﬁrst dilemma: what do the people who will be
replaced think about youth, their children, colleagues,
or students? Do they show enough conﬁdence, give
enough space for education, and respect advantages of
young man – energy and possibility to adapt?
The second one is related to youth, or the opinion
of average young man in Montenegro about him/herself and if he/she expects more than his predecessor
achieved?
There is the phenomenon that directly inhibits us
and is related to both mentioned matters. It is about
the syndrome of “40 years old child” who, according to
the rule, lives with its parents, and partly disposes its
modest and irregular incomes.
The wrongdoer is always a little bit on both sides,
young people who almost voluntarily accept to be lead
and nondependent as long that is possible and older
people, who strongly hold their habits and positions,
notwithstanding tremendous slowing down of any
progress.
Hyperinﬂation of highly educated staﬀ caused the
problem of unemployment and high number of dissatisﬁed masters at Employment Agency. Young people
usually hate jobs that do not imply high education and
signiﬁcantly smaller number of them decides on agriculture and craft jobs. On the other side entrepreneurship is considered as something reserved for someone
else and somewhere else. Lack of job positions did not
result in desires for establishing of their own business,
but for stronger habit to receive the job in much easier

Education has not been
adapted to students
Educational system is basic for progress of each
society, so, we have problem at the very beginning.
Montenegrin system of education has been established to adapt to the teaching staﬀ, not students.
It provides knowledge for the its own purpose, not
for its practical use.

Youth – bearers of
social development
In order to provide future to the country, there is
the question on who is actually the bearer of its
development in future? Who should deal with
temptations of the following period and who
should adapt to this? Logically, these are always
young people whose presence in all domains of social activities is vitally important for development. even for the very survival of one society.

manner. Looking for easier manner to ﬁnd a job at the
labor market is mistake, no matter if those manners are
based on friendships, family relations or party are related. Sooner or later, all of them come to paycheck.
Therefore, as the problem of involvement of youth
in social processes (not in terms of participants or wardens, but as self-aware, responsible people who are able
to initiate and make decisions) has two sides, or caused
equally by relations of elders with young people and
young people with themselves, solution can be found
only if there are actions on both sides. More space
should urgently be given to young people, not only because of fulﬁlling of quotas on representation, but due
to all advantages young people have and beneﬁts their
readiness for changes and adaption can bring and energy they should have.
Syndrome “stick to the armchair” is large problem,
or when elderly hardly accept to give over attained position, believing they are not only the most capable
ones, but they deserve to be there and that this belongs
them for a lifetime, according to all the rules of nature
and service. This is perhaps due to insecurity for life
that should be continued after leaving of previous position. Sabotage of young staﬀ and its constant stagnation lead to stagnation in every business that becomes
pointless and often goal for itself.
We do not want to push anyone out from the igloo,
and be eaten by bears. It is just important to try to make
appropriate schedule in this very igloo, which will satisfy needs of the community for experience, but also for
the fresh bravery with new information and ideas.
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MILAN RADOVIC
Human Rights Programme Coordinator in Civic Alliance and
member of the Council of Radio and Television Montenegro (RTCG)
milan@gamn.org

22 years of silence over Bukovica
M

ountainous Balkan, crossroad or bloody road of
native people? When you hear “native people”,
this surely reminds you on unity, collectiveness. This
used to be once, not so long ago. Marriages were forged,
god-fatherhoods and brotherhoods also, regardless of
religion and names, and when it was hardest people
joined hand-in-hand in defense against fascism. Events
during 1990s in the Balkans showed how little left out
of unity, harmony, understanding and remembering.
For Montenegro, Bukovica particularly.
Nowadays, it is the least populated part of Montenegro. There were a thousand inhabitants in Bukovica in
1991. Out of this number more than two-thirds were
Muslims. Today, there are almost 250 people, and only
a ﬁfth are of the Islam creed. The process of return is
still unsuccessful. Expelled citizens of Bukovica wait to
return to their torched homes, waiting for the truth and
justice.
What happened to the citizens of Bukovica is violation of both international and national legal acts because there are no written and unwritten laws that do
not prohibit inhuman and cruel treatment of civilians.
For a long time, Montenegro did not have the
courage, will and intention to start the investigation of
crimes committed in Bukovica. That happened 15 years
after committed crimes. However, 22 years have passed
and neither individuals that commanded those crimes
nor the perpetrators have been still brought to justice.
Montenegro did not treat Muslims from Bukovica

24 villages were depopulated
15 villages were cleansed ethnically
221 persons were expelled
6 civilians were murdered
11 persons were kidnapped
2 persons committed suicide
70 persons survived physical torture

Courts ruled in favour of accused
For the war crimes that took place in Bukovica,
Higher Court in Bijelo Polje released all defendants on 31 December 2010. Fiv persons were
charged - members of the reserve unit of the Army
of Yugoslavia and two persons - members of the
reserve forces of the Ministry of Internal Aﬀairs of
Montenegro. Two years later, the verdict was conﬁrmed by the Appellate Court and the accused
were acquitted of charges that they committed a

as its own citizens, citizens whose human rights were
violated by actions of Montenegrin police and members
of the reserve forces of the Army of Yugoslavia.
I wonder: was the defense of the territory and interests of Montenegro in 1992 endangered in Bukovica? If
so, was it threatened by the citizens of Bukovice? In
which manner would these citizens endanger Montenegro?
There is no excuse for the crimes. Responsible persons have to be punished. Message for the future has to
be sent – crimes should not be forgiven. Crime should
not be attributed to one nation, clan or village.
It seems that Montenegro, as serious and responsible country, still is not aware of the need to take the initiative in solving of all war crimes, and thus
demonstrate that it cares for all its citizens, regardless
of their diﬀerences. Montenegrin society, in all its segments, starting with the political elite, through competent national institutions, non-governmental
organizations and to the individuals themselves, has to
condemn war crimes.
Investigation and determination of all facts of war
crimes will be the basis to get the results on trials, which
will be veriﬁed material to write an objective history.
Relatedfacts in that case, judgments and true version
of events, will be a good basis for building of public
memory on crimes, perpetrators and victims.
As long as there are the same political structures in
power, which were actual at that time – this will not
happen. Twenty two years of silence conﬁrms this theory, but also the fact that the state still owes apology to
victims of Bukovica.
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ALEKSANDAR DEDOVIC
Executive Director „Alfa Center“ and Member of the Council for Development of NGOs
alfahq@alfacentar.org

Cooperation of the Government and
NGO – from the form until the goal?

I

n transitional Montenegrin society, with all its characteristics, activities of the Government and nongovernmental sector still correspond, which indicates on the
need for establishing and developing of stronger partnership between them. In that manner, mission of both sides
should be successful end of transitional process and development of open Montenegrin society. This implies creating of atmosphere, where NGOs would be useful
participants and where their relationship with the Government would not be considered as the relationship of opposed parties. In that regards, speciﬁc number of
documents were made, which, besides its failures and lack
of harmonization with the real situation at the terrain,
serve as the framework for development and strengthening of these relations.
However, for the last 15 years attention and energy were
directed towards allocation of funds from the Governmental funds, free use of premises and manners of ﬁnancing
of work by the Government and some departments. It may
freely be concluded that this situation was suitable to large
number of NGOs, which, thanks to the very liberal Law,
were established at the time of announcing of Governmental and other public calls for allocation of funds. At
the same time, political elite received reliable spokespersons. They were reliable - through the support in pre-election campaigns, public debates when it is important to
support some spatial plan, law …or in the matter of resolving of large number of social problems.
Nowadays, it is obvious that the overall situation is
getting better. Partly, due to imposed pressure from the
outside and due to obligations imposed at the European
road (especially when taking into account that our techniques and habits of “cooperation” were noticed as serious
obstacle to development of free, democratic and civic society).
Cooperating with the Government and business sector, and recognized as the “third sector”, NGOs have very
important role in the society. Engagement, support they
provide to individuals and diﬀerent social groups, NGOs
as independent organizations inﬂuence on democratization of the society and rising of awareness of citizens. At
the same time, they support participation of citizens in
decision making processes on public policies. Serious cooperation of the Government and NGOs is important because the main role of the Government, as the body of
executive authority, is to create public policy and to make
decisions that are of great importance and have impact in
all areas. From economy, society, until rights and duties

Improved role of NGOs
Signiﬁcance of NGOs in democratic societies is
becoming more and more important, and there
are no social problems that have not been resolved without their participation. Therefore,
NGOs are more and more emphasized as the “new
partners” of public bodies and institutions. NGOs
are important promoters of social, political, economic and cultural interests, which spur partnership between the country and civil society, which
is also directed towards integration of civil actors
in development and sustaining of democracy.

of citizens, and exactly NGOs are forms of their organized
activities.
In that regards, and for the purpose of further democratization, promotion and protection of human rights and
fundamental freedoms, adopting of principles of pluralism
and freedom of associating, the Government of Montenegro adopted the document on principals of cooperation
with NGOs in May 2006, while the strategy was adopted
almost three years later. The strategy for the ﬁrst time deﬁned goals, principles and forms of cooperation. The strategy was adopted in order to improve cooperation of the
Government of Montenegro and nongovernmental organizations, with the aim to create conditions where citizens
and NGOs will jointly with other social entities (using the
principles of tolerance, understanding, respect of diﬀerences, dialogue, and presenting of facts with arguments,
with principles of sustainable development, interaction,
responsibility and equal opportunities for all) participate
in development of Montenegro as democratic and open
country. Four years ago, the Government adopted decision
on appointment of the Council for cooperation with
NGOs, on which was indicated by the Report of the European Commission on Progress of Montenegro in the
process of the EU integrations.
Nowadays, as the result, we have the Council for development of NGOs, in whose work participate representative of executive power and nongovernmental
organizations. The biggest challenge of this Council, as
previously showed up, is to turn this cooperation into essential for the purpose of development and improvement
not only mutual communication, but two sectors in general. This barrier has not been resolved yet.
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Adequacy and approprateness in diplomatic
communication is of essential importance

T

he role of diplomacy is ”to monitor, improve and exercise international relations, to eliminate and resolve
misunderstandings and problems in relations of entities
of international law and international relations”. Practical
exercising of diplomacy is defined by the protocol, as the
foundation of diplomatic communication.
I recently read a saying that for development of good
and friendly relations is essential to act as if they already
exist.
Rapid opening of a number of resident diplomatic and
consular missions in Montenegro, shortly after the renewal of independence, I understood just as a desire to
support new member in international relations in its efforts to establish the system of competences which, for
nearly a century, carried on various forms of federal organization. In this sense, easy availability of all levels of
state government for all ranges of delegated representatives of foreign states and international organizations,
could be justified by desire for emphasized liberal application of the Vienna Conventions on Diplomatic and Consular.
However, as the time passes, the impression is that the
cabinets and services responsible for the ceremonial in our
institutions do not take sufficiently into account the fact
that foreign representatives, or their secretariats, offices
and branches, always strive to provide high level reception, when sometimes they lose criterion.
Protocol represents the set of customs, good manners
and rules (“etiquette”) that the host country provides for
members of diplomatic and consular core, in accordance
with adopted international standards. Nowadays, it is particularly important not only because it includes the ceremonial rules, which is important to respect during official
meetings, or during the mandate on function, but especially due to the fact that it is “imposed” to the society –

Modern technologies instead of
traditional formalities
Also, one of the consequences of more widespread
use of modern technologies is shortening of the
procedure and removing or overcoming of traditional formalities. Informal exchange of opinions
by e-mail, as well as informal arrangements may
be grounds for preparing of application for the organization of the meeting. Initiative that requires
oﬃcial meeting, however, should be of more concrete content and more formal character.

or rather recommended - a set of rules (decency) that
should be respected in relation with representatives of
other countries and international organizations. This
package of suggestions for behavior contains rules on protocol procedures (when, which level and on which occasion to organize meeting), the rules of decency in society
(protocol place of representatives of diplomatic core at
public events, manner of addressing) and the rules of
precedence. It is common that diplomatic protocol consists of the Ministry of foreign affairs, and most often it is
one of the major organizational units within the Ministry.
At the time of each request for reception (organization
of meetings of delegated representative with official of
the host country), the level of cooperation achieved in the
previous period should be thoroughly examined, as well
as concrete interests to deepen relations in future. Personality of interlocutor is analyzing, as well as its position and
function, and objective possibility to report appropriately
in conversation with local official. Certainly, one should
bear in mind the real ability of interlocutor to impact on
processes in the country or organization they represent. It
is also very important, when assessing the level at which
the meeting should be organized, it is advisable to ask politely about the information on topics that would be discussed. And for these processes is necessary to leave
sufficient time, and for that reason the time of the meeting is not usually confirmed in initial conversation.
It is not uncommon in our country to see high-ranking
officials to have meetings with foreign representatives who
neither with their rank or the functions should be accepted at that level. As far as the foreign representatives,
who serve in societies emerging from authoritarian phase,
centralized management system, simply achieve the result
if they present request in the presence of the head of the
body, existence of adequacy, appropriateness and suitability in regular diplomatic communication is essential. It is
therefore very important for all institutions to establish
their own services in charge for the protocol, which would
be in contact with the service of diplomatic protocol of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and European Integration.
Decisions that carry certain message important for the
future level of cooperation, but also of special interest for
the public, need a period of time longer than that the one
Google search needs to find someone else's contact. Call
for patience and referral to the appropriate level, does not
present a barrier to cooperation in any case. It is the same
kind of "balance clause", based on an assessment of importance of the message that was the basis for requesting
of the meeting…and also an ally in order to avoid misinterpretation of availability.
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Development of public policies leads to establishing of
healthier, more open and responsible political parties

P

rocess of development of programme policies represent minimum of standards for democratic functioning of political parties. Thus, this process is of
essential importance for development of healthier, serious political party that will rise above the policy based
on personality and interests of smaller group of people,
and that is directed towards the policy that would be
lead for the interest of citizens.
Seems that nowadays, more than ever, democracy
needs strong and inclidable political parties capable to
represent citizens, offering possibilities for political
choice, that are the result of wider consultations with
members, professional and interested public, based on
arguments and directed towards resolving of concrete
problems of citizens. We are witnesses of time when
representative democracies constantly face with new
challenges, such as growing gaps between citizens and
their elected representatives, fall of political activism,
and rise of popularity of anti-democratic forces, which
often use sophisticated methods of leading policies. It
is possibe to overcome these challenges only by constant listening of needs of citizens, by education of
membership network and readines to accept development models directed towards development of efficient
and therefore, more open and responsible parties and
politicians.

Political parties' platforms are mostly
the list of preelection promises
Although public consultations on policy are European standard, here in Montenegro we still cannot
talk about existance of program policies in regards of elaborated answers on real needs within
the party, and problems of citizens with clear plan
of fulﬁllment, precise answers and deﬁned ﬁnancial sources and mechanisms. Usually can be seen
party platforms adopted at regular congresses of
parties that mostly oﬀer „visions“ in few paragraphs for development of all sectoral policies and
conﬁdent answers on almost all challenges of
Montenegro. This is mostly the list of pre-election
promises, mostly without clearly set goal and
measures for their implementation, which are
moslty repeated each four year.

If citizens feel the connection with the policy of
parties, when they feel their values as their own, when
participation in development of programs and proposing of solutions for better education, health protection,
safer streets, good jobs, they will be ready to participate
constantly in democratic process, electing the ones
who provided them participation in creating of important policies, whom they will therefore consider as responsible ones for implementation of given solutions
and policies. Process of includable creation of policies
has direct and longterm use for political parties and
managing system. Among other matters, it contributes
to development of democracy within the party and
opening of possibilities for political parties to include
women, minority communities, young people and social and economic groups that are not voluntarily included in decision making processes.
Of course, we should not think that voters would
support cadidates solely based upon their political
programs. There are many other factors, which determine individuals which political party to vote. However, parties can only benefit if they are open for
includable decision making processes and establishing
of consultation systems about matters that are important for citizens, so they can transfer them into concrete policies that give strong enough reasons to
citizens, primarily for including into political process,
and then creating of reasonable choice.
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Professionalization of public administration
towards NATO integrations

P

rofessionalization of public administration and
security sector as its part, should be priority of
countries whose goal is membership in NATO Alliance. We can say that professional and competent
administration is one of the key factors of guarantee and protection of goals and interests proclaimed in key documents of Alliance, which are
primarily related to promotion of democracy, rule
of law and freedom of individual. Corruption and
politization of public administration directly have
impact on reducing of efficiency and effective security sector, and results in the “burdens” or obligations of countries that have such problems, to be
transferred on other Alliance members.
Professional public administration is the one
that is based on so called principle of merits which
is based on promoting of professionalism, integrity,
transparency, and political neutrality in apparatus
of the country, with the aim to achieve and accomplish goals of public interest. On the other side,
there is the system where job positions are fulfilled
in accordance with other principles that cannot be
considered as professional, such as political loyalty
and personal connections. Creation of conditions
for professional administration and security sector
as its constituent part, or adoption of principle of
merits and employment according to merits, is of
the key importance for security sector. Namely, taking into account complexity of work in security sector and large number of risks it has, the only
acceptable solution is to elect the most competent
persons on these positions. At the same time, this
is the best guarantee for security of individuals,
country and Alliance itself.
If professional public administration does not
exist, then there is no basic condition for exercising
of principle of the rule of law. This condition is
clearly noticed and recognized through requirements set by the EU before candidate countries,
but the same matter cannot be confirmed for
NATO Alliance. In that regards, Montenegro
adopted new Law on civil servants and state employees, based on local initiative and expert support of SIGMA and Norwegian Agency for
e-administration. This Law has been recognized as

NATO is not only military organization
Small countries have bigger imperative to establish professional and reliable security sector,
made of individuals who are able to make good
and policies and decisions, because that provides
them impact, conﬁdence, and respect by other
(higher and of larger impact) NATO members. At
the same time, in this manner new potential
members successfully avoid the pitfall to be seen
as second row members and eventual doubts that
they are consuming countries and not exporters
of security. At the end, NATO is not only military
organization. Member states make unique community of values, devoted to democracy, rule of
law, individual freedom and human right. These
values cannot be achieved without security sector
which is based on professional independence and
political neutrality, and at the same time, this is
fundamental condition for the country to successfully bear with a number of modern challenges,
risks, and threats to its security.

the positive step forward related to introduction of
principle of merits, and is important at the same
time for security sector, as its important part is
composed of civil servants and state employees, on
whom it is related.
Reasons for establishing professional public administration are multiple. Namely, NATO does not
have its own apparatus and in exercising of planned
goals it finally relies on capacities of members’
states. In relation to this, it is very important for
countries to have professional staff, which would
guarantee active functioning of the Alliance and accomplishing of mutual goals.
Therefore, results of the Alliance depend of security systems and administration of member
states. For that reason, it is very important for local
mechanisms to be reliable and to deserve confidence in the eye of other member states. On the
other hand, lack of professionalism can produce
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risks and potentially dangerous situations as for the
country, so for the Alliance, if that country becomes the member, because unprofessional administration largely increases the risk of unpredicted
behavior and decision that may have negative effect
for members of NATO.
Speaking about the process of accession to
NATO, or key aspects and conditions Alliance defines and requires from states, it is immediately
clear that this process is focused on military and
technical aspects for achieving interoperability
with NATO forces.
Key documents that are being formed in intensive communication of candidate country and
NATO, IPAP, MAP / ANP, previously mentioned issues, importance of professional administrationsecurity sector, are very little or are not at all used.
Condition are usually of technical nature and do
not go through the essence of questions that should
be priority. This necessarily imposes sub-question
if the state can be reliable partner to NATO if fulfills all technical and military standards for accession to Alliance, but if it stays unexpressed in the
part related to disposal of professional, reliable administration and security apparatus capable to
make good and reliable decisions?
Seems that it is necessary for the Alliance to devote more attention in the following period to
defining of criteria for membership, which will include above mentioned conditions. There is the
need for implementation of so called holistic access

to reform of security and defense sector, where focusing on military capacities of candidate countries
is insufficient. Conditions should be defined
through definite standards the countries should
achieve, but which guarantee professionalism of
military and additional administrative apparatus in
security bodies. Also, it is important to consider
and estimate reforms the country implements in
the context of overall system of reform of public administration in the country.
Ignoring of this principle, when speaking about
the accession to NATO process, leads in the past
that NATO somehow (in)decisively sent the message to candidate countries that it was sufficiently
to fulfill specific technical criteria, wait for the positive geopolitical condition (or that it was not necessary to conduct reforms deeply) so that the
country can finally achieve its goal, i.e. become a
member. Such access gave an excuse to governments not to implement comprehensive reforms,
but to stay on technical aspect of the given process.
That access is damaging for the candidate country
and for the Alliance as well, as without professional
national apparatus and security sector as its part,
Alliance cannot be efficient mechanism that will
guarantee security to all its members. Actual
changes NATO Alliance deals with, and arrival of
new general secretary, may be positive and favorable moment for accomplishing of mentioned goals
and reform of elements of pre-accession process
NATO.
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NEWS FROM SDL

Ceremonial opening and
I module of XIII generation
Ceremonial opening of XIII generation of School of Democratic
Leadership took place at the beginning of September. New generation
opened Igor Lukšić, Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs of Montenegro with introductory speech, and after him participants of the School addressed
Mr. Mitja Drobnic, Head of the EU Delegation in Montenegro; Rastislav
Vrbensky, UN Coordinator in Montenegro and H.E. Nils Ragnar
Kamsvag, Ambassador of Norway. After introductory speech, Professor
Gordana Đurović provided a lecture of participants of XIII generation
on topic: “Process of European Integration, beneﬁts for Montenegro,
key challenges and social changes”. During the period from 17 until 19
October in the Hotel „Queen of Montengro“ in Bečići, I module for participants of XIII generation of School of Democratic Leadership will
take place. The topic of the module is „Challenges of Europeanization
in Montenegro“. New XIII generation is composed of 24 participants of
Parliamentary political parties, media, public administration, trade
unions and NGOs in Montenegro.

WFD 2014 – Can young
people revitalize
democracy?
School of Democratic Leadership elected representatives who
will participate at the World
Forum for Democracy, from 3 until
5 November in Strasbourg. Topic of
this year’s forum will be “From participation until inﬂuence: Can
young people revitalize democracy?”. This year’s participants will
have the opportunity to inform additionally about challenges of
modern democracy and models of
its development in new circumstances, but also about up to which
extent can young people contribute to development of democratic principles.
World Forum for Democracy is
an event which collects at one place
reformists and the most important
leaders, who are trying to ﬁnd responses through joint work on
challenges our societies face with.

Seminar “Responsible
institutions” took place
Seminar on topic “Responsible institutions” took place
from 18 until 24 September in Norway. Participants spent the
ﬁrst three days in Lillehammer and remaining three days in
Oslo. Seminar was organized in cooperation with Nansen
Center for Peace and Dialogue, with the support of Norwegian
Embassy and Council of Europe. During the seminar, participants had the opportunity to participate in various activities,
and also to educate additionally about the political system of
Norway, to visit the Parliament and her experiences of representatives of main political parties in that country. Participants in the seminar were members of XII and XIII generation
of School of Democratic Leadership.
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NEWS FROM SDL

RAD study visit to the region of Trentino-Alto Adige/South Tyrol
From 9 to 12 September,
within the Regional Academy
for Democracy’s 2014 program,
we have undertaken a study visit
to the region of Trentino-Alto
Adige/South Tyrol, so that our
participants could introduce
themselves to one model of
overcoming ethnic tensions that
is often labeled as “successful”.
In the course of the visit, 33 participants in RAD’s program have
met provincial councils’ members and chairs, civil society activists,
journalists
and
distinguished academics who
were all willing to share their
knowledge and experience.
Regional Academy for Democracy (RAD) is initiative of the Network of School of Political Studies of the
Council of Europe, in the frame of Western Balkan, with the aim to contribute to development of new political
culture and new political elite of the region.

Monitoring and responsibility in the area of eﬃcient use of energy
Implementation of the third phase of project
“Public Dialogue on Sustainable Use of Energy and
Energy Eﬃciency” was oﬃcially announced in
September at the meeting in Skoplje. This phase
of the project will be focused on strengthening of
capacities of civil sector for monitoring of implementation of adopted legislation, thorough trainings about relevant legislative framework and
important skills, providing of better conditions for
implementation of legislative and action plans
through assistance and establishing of better mutual communication between competent institutions, primarily the Ministry and the Parliament.
In this phase focus will be directed towards rising
responsibility through organizing of consultative
hearing in Board for economy, ﬁnances, and
budget, with representatives of civil sector, and rising of awareness on energy eﬃciency through activities of the School and organizing of regional
conference on this topic in September 2015. The
project is ﬁnanced by GIZ Open Regional Fund for
Energy Eﬃciency and DBU (German Federal Environmental Foundation).
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